APPLICATION MODERNIZATION
SERVICES

Tuning Your
Business For
Performance
And Agility

IT and enterprise applications are

achieving peak performance can often

enterprise, and maintaining high

the path to hypergrowth, organizations

the very backbone of every modern
levels of performance are critical and
continuous processes. However, most

organizations today have environments
where complex legacy applications

coexist uneasily with newer cloud and
subscription-based platforms, and
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be a daunting project. But to stay on

need to actively consider modernizing

legacy applications and elevating their
entire application landscape to deliver
on the expectations of customers,

partners, and their own employees.

Application modernization, when done correctly and thoroughly, accelerates your
digital journey towards:

Boost efficiency with scalability
and agility

Improve security and
reduce risk

To remain competitive, it’s

By adopting a centralized and

market conditions and quickly

security efficiently reduces the

essential to be able to pivot in new
align resources with needs.

automated workflow, native cloud
risk of disruption and supports
continued operations in a
regulated environment.

Optimize IT costs

Innovate faster

As the expense of IT infrastructure

With modernization and cloud

and resources shifts to cloud
providers who can handle

operations and maintenance,

modernizing can assist in reducing
capital investments.

migration, you can use new

technology to help lead critical

decisions and obtain insights into
brand-new growth potential.

Unlock the possibilities with Application
Modernization
Amzur is your trusted advisor for end-

collaborations, modernization models,

clients in converting to an agile and

to provide results quickly and at

to-end modernization services to assist
cloud-ready ecosystem. We have a

wealth of analytical and accelerating
tools, automation, technological
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and cloud-native frameworks built

scale. We are experts in application
modernization.

We support these offerings with our managed services:
•

Leverage AI and automation to
help your cloud-based apps

generate more value and increase
operational efficiency.
•

•

With an integrated framework

utilizing intelligent and automated
QA processes throughout to
incorporate quality.

An agile transformation across the

modernization journey with DevOps
and CI/CD processes translates

into faster delivery and improved
stability in production.

Amzur Technologies, Inc. (Amzur) is an award-winning, ISO 9001:2008 certified company based
in Tampa, FL, serving customers across the globe. Amzur helps SMB companies in accelerating
business growth by operating as a trusted IT partner at every stage in the customer’s digital
transformation journey. The company specializes in simplifying IT transformation through a proven
framework that brings together hyperautomation, application modernization & managed services
to enable its customers with the agility and speed to stay competitive in all markets. With employees
& teams spread across three continents, Amzur delivers the right talent and targeted services for
ensuring the success of its customers.

Address: 405 N Reo St Suite # 110, Tampa, FL 33609
www.amzur.com
Contact: +1(813) 600 4060 | marketing@amzur.com
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